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Target Populations & Goals



Target Population 

1. Low-income individuals 
2. Unemployed individuals
3. People who currently use existing technology resources 



Goals

Understand how people use/will use/aspire to use technology. 
Access: What technology do South Bend residents have access to, what are they 
doing with it, and what barriers are preventing further tech literacy?
Awareness: Are South Bend residents aware of the different tech resources around 
them?
Aspirations: How do South Bend residents see technology and what do they want to 
do with it? 



Research Methodology & 
Techniques 



Interviews
Task Overview

 

In home, scheduled interviews 
Targeting groups of people that could specifically benefit from ITRC
● Unemployed 
● Low-income
● Both sides of age spectrum 

 Identifying technology barriers in employment, resource utilization, school, and other 
everyday activities



Interviews
Execution

Line of Questioning

How individuals currently interact with technology

Where do you currently use technology the most? 

What software programs are you familiar with? 

Are you currently employed? Where?

What technology do you have at home?



Intercepts
Task Overview

Develop a basic understanding of how and why our target group is utilizing public 
technology, resources, and communal spaces. 

Varying age sample to best encompass who is most utilizing the available resources 
and why

Conversation to ascertain why they are utilizing the public space and if there are any 
barriers inhibiting their utilization



Intercepts
Execution

Question Framing:
● Purpose for going
● Tech Usage
● Barriers
● Transportation to and from

Locations:
● Libraries

○ St. Joseph County Library
■ Studio 304

○ River Park Branch Public Library
○ LaSalle Branch Public Library

How are people utilizing common resources to aid their personal and professional goals?
How/ how often do people access these resources?
What are the barriers they have to overcome to secure access?



Intercepts
Sample Questions

● Technology Users in the Library
○ What brought you here today and what did/are you working on?
○ How long are you planning to work here?
○ Mac/PC preferences? Why?

How often do you come to the library? Are there any other places you 
go to access computers and the internet?

○ How did you get here? (Mode of Transportation) Challenges? How long 
does it take? What neighborhood do you live in? 

○ What kinds of technology do you have at home? Smartphone? Game 
console? Computers?

○ What makes it difficult for you to get access to computers and the 
internet?

● Card sort to identify comfort level with programs? Aspirations? Why? 
What perceived benefits?

● If you could learn one thing around technology, what would that be? 



Observation & Task Analysis
Task Overview

Ask individuals to complete certain tasks using both handheld devices and computers. 
Observe the differences in usage for both tasks. 

Understand how technology is being used to achieve day-to-day tasks and the various 
levels of comfort and skills of people who use technology.



Observation & Task Analysis
Execution

Computer

● Basics
○ Internet use, send an email, 

make a document
● Banking, paying a bill
● Career 
● Other frequently used programs

Mobile

● Basics
○ Internet use, send an email, make a 

document
● Banking, paying a bill
● Career 
● Other functions and applications used



Observation & Task Analysis
What we’re looking for

● Understand task flows
● Understand levels of tech proficiency
● Accessibility and ease of use 
● What is available at home?
● What technology are people using?
● What are people using technology for?
● What technology/software are they already familiar with?



Card Sort 
Task Overview

The goal of this exercise is to create a prompt that will require participants to 

organize sets of cards in ways that will identify processes, categories, and 

relationships within the concepts and perceived problem areas that we have 

already identified. 



Card Sort 
Execution

➔ We will identify each participant’s position within our target population.

➔ Participants will review the available cards (and create their own blank cards) to 

select and organize them sensibly in response to each prompt. 

➔ Potentially insightful responses will be properly documented, and the participant 

will be asked how/why they came up with each response. 

➔ The interviewer will try to relate each answer/response to a concept or problem 

are that we are/should be trying to address.



Card Sort 
What we’re looking for: Technology Use



Card Sort 
What we’re looking for: Programs 



Card Sort 
What we’re looking for: Barriers 



Thanks!


